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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q For what application are the BOBi Gas Meters best suited?
A From standard domestic housing (G4 size) to small/medium commercial applications (G25 size)
Q How do I know that the gas meters are of good quality?
A The meters are all manufactured to recognised international standards and conform
to ISOEN 1359/OIMLR31. Meters UK Ltd are an accredited ISO 9001 manufacturer.

Q How accurate are the meters?
A The BOBi accuracy range falls within the prescribed limits of +/-2% A free of charge calibration certificate
is issued with each meter if required.

Q What is the pulsed output facility?
A Each gdps gas meter has pulsed output facility. This facility despatches a pulse in apportion to consumption of gas.
This feature is often used in Building Management Applications.

Q I don't have a Building Management System and my meters are located in not very accessible places, what can I do?
A Meters UK Ltd manufacture an RCU (Remote Counter Unit). This offers the opportunity of locating the reading
to a more accessible place, often now required within modern building regulations.

Q I don't need a pulsed output facility, do I need to have it?
A The pulsed output is a standard facility. It will be there at a later date if required.
Q What type of gas are the gdps' suitable for?
A Natural, coal, marsh LPG and other non corrosive gases
Q I am going to read connect to a Building Management System via the pulsed output facility.
Are there any regulations?
A Yes. In any potential explosive zone Gas Safe regulations require a safety barrier to be fitted. Our Goldigate safety
barrier offers safety for pulsed outputs in a potentially explosive zone.

Q Can the BOBi Diaphragm Meter be used for billing?
A Yes BOBi Diaphragm Gas Meters are despatched with a Calibration Certificate this is required when used for billing.
The Certificate is Free of Charge
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